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London loaders came down'*. In bad seasons the Privy
Council confessed that it found " exceeding great difficulty
to reconcile the wants of the city and country, the one
requiring great supply, the other not so able in these as in
other times to afford such store " 2. Eventually the con-
centration of the trade in London made corn cheaper there
than elsewhere 3.
A sharp conflict of interests soon arose between the Conflict
London and the country dealers. At first the latter supplied £JJ^
the London bakers and brewers, " whereby many of them <*nd pro-
grew to be men of wealth " 4; and by giving credit to their 2S2JL
customers, some of whom were fourteen or fifteen hundred
pounds in their debt5, they appeared to have entrenched
themselves firmly in the metropolitan market. But the
situation was transformed when the rich London bakers and
brewers themselves invaded the provinces 8, and wrested the
control from the hands of the local dealers whom they were
able to outbid by the high prices which they offered7.
Moreover the customary market restrictions were relaxed in
favour of the London dealers who enjoyed a privileged status*
Thus in 1597 the Privy Council ordered that though it was
forbidden to sell grain ' out of the markets', yet licensed
London dealers might buy from farmers and owners. The
local authorities were not permitted to detain corn intended
for London, and the metropolitan purveyor went armed with
' testimonials' ' to buy and pass without any stay'8. Hence,
while the country dealers were confined to the public market,
the London agents were at liberty to buy both in open market
and at the farmsteads. As a result the trade of the corn-
dealers in the provinces was ' overthrown ', and they sank
into the condition of ' servants and carriers ' to the London
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